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Introduction into AFL’s FootyWeb Platform 

 
Footyweb is the official online game registration, membership and competition management 
platform for the AFL.  
 
It is a network that incorporates participants from programs and competitions including NAB 
AFL Auskick, AFL 9s and local senior and junior leagues across Australia. Through their 
licensing agreement with SportsTG as its provider, this platform is also available to its 
international affiliate leagues, including AFL Europe.  
 
This document is an overview of some of the core components that are freely available for 
AFL Europe and its affiliated leagues to use. Focusing largely on the Member Registration 
functionality here as the foundation for the platform, there is a vast array of functionality 
available for all affiliates.  
 
The details for the SportsTG UK/EU team are below.  
 
SportsTG, Beehive Lofts, Beehive Mill, Jersey Street, Manchester, M4 6JG 
 
 

Daniel Bignell - UK Account Manager 
DBignell@sportstg.com  
+44 7802 863 901 

Brett Stapylton - UK Account Manager 
B.Stapylton@sportstg.com 
+44 7935 217 320  

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

1. 0 Member Registrations 
 
Footyweb enables AFL Clubs to register Players, Coaches, Volunteers and Match Officials 
through its Membership Registration capability. 
 
Through custom registration forms, Leagues and Clubs are able to create their own forms that 
members use to fulfill whatever information is required, purchase their memberships or 
products and complete their subscriptions online.  
 
Within Footyweb, the system is set up in a typical Sport lead structure, like below: 
 

 
 
For AFL affiliate leagues, it’s useful to clarify the types of registrations that will likely take 
place: 
 
New Registrations  
 
Simply put, any individual who has never registered to play, coach or volunteer within the AFL 
before will complete a standard registration form and create a new Member profile.  
 
 
Re-Registrations  
 
Players or individuals who have previously registered will complete either the same, or unique 
registration forms depending on what the league mandates. The system automatically 
registers whether or not an individual already has a record (and they may accidentally be 
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trying to register as new), so will be prompted to either re-register for their appropriate team 
or request a transfer. 
 
Transfers  
 
In the case of AFL European Affiliates, the likelihood is Australian players will have existing 
registration records from playing back in Australia.  
 
In this case, Players will be required to complete Transfers to their respective new clubs.  
 
The process typically works as follows (but is flexible based on each Leagues rules): 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 

 

1.1 Registration Process 
 
The registration process for Leagues can be flexible per League. 
 
Typically, it may be orchestrated in the following fashion:  

Figure 1 
 
Leagues have the ability to stipulate their own rules, such as auto-approval on certain 
registration types (such as new registrations), auto-approve clearances into their league from 
Australia, or mandate whether players are automatically registered to Teams or Clubs 
(depending on each affiliate’s own rules).  
 

1.2 Registration Forms 
 
Registration Forms are the foundation of the FootyWeb Membership system. They enable AFL, 
AFL Europe, Affiliate Leagues and Clubs the opportunity to capture the appropriate 
membership data across the entirety of the sports participants.  
 
The forms are desktop and mobile compatible, with AFL/Footyweb associated branding.  
 
As referenced above, Members have the opportunity through registration forms to either re-
register as an existing participant or register as new (see Figure 2 below).  
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Figure 3: A Registration Form front page  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Registration forms are broken down typically into 3 areas:  
 

1.2.1 Basic Information 
 
Core Member information; Name, DOB, Gender, Registration Type 
 
This information will form the basic information required to create a standard Members 
profile. 

 
 
 



 

 

1.2.2 Extra Information / Custom Fields  
Leagues have the ability to implement their own custom questions and conditional questions 
and/or products. The arrangement of registration forms is entirely at the discretion of the 
Leagues unless there are any mandated questions or structures set by AFL Europe.  
 
Mandatory questions can be set and sensitive, GDPR specific questions or information can be 
asked whilst anonymised when it comes to display on a Player’s Dashboard.  
 



 

 

Items or products, such as sub-fee’s, insurance, travel fees, kits and so on can all be added as 
individual items for purchase in conjunction with the submission of the registration form.  
 

 1.2.3 Payment Processing 
 
The final step is a summary and review of any payment processing.  
 
FootyWeb utilises a fully secure, PCI compliant payment gateway. Automated registration, 
payment confirmation and summary emails are adaptable per league  
 



 

 

1.3 Membership Management  
 
Managing League or Club members is incredibly easy within FootyWeb.  
 
Whether it’s viewing an entire list of Members that exist within your organisation (refer to 
Figure 1 above), or you want to view all of the Players that exist within a specific Club - it’s 
all dependant on what it is you need to do. 
 
As a League, you can set permissions to allow Clubs to be more hands on with their own 
membership management. Or the League may wish to take more control, it’s totally 
dependant on the unique organisations business rules.  
 



 

 

 

1.3.1 Member Dashboards 
 
All of the information collected via the League or Clubs registration forms can be found on 
every member dashboard. Here you will see everything from contact information, document 
uploads, custom question information, current registration data and their unique AFL 
reference numbers.  
 
There are other segments of information collected to which you’ll see on the menu tab in 
Figure X below. These may include transactions that member has made, transfers between 
clubs, tribunal records and season history or statistics.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

1.3.2 Member Reporting 
 
Reporting on member data is essential for all organisations as it exposes areas of participation 
growth or decline and provides an overall snapshot of the member base. Your organisation is 
able to customise the reports to extract any data field that has been completed throughout 
the online registration form this includes any custom fields that have been added. 
 
A common report has been provided below (Advanced Member) and includes key criteria 
about a member however there is an infinite number of reporting combinations available to 
suit your needs. Available to you also is the ability to extract the report into excel and change 
the sort functions, whether that is by alphabetical order or grouped to a particular team: 
 



 

 

1.4 Financial Reporting  
 
SportsTG provide the ability for any League or Club to comprehensively report on their online 
transactions through our dedicated financial reporting section. Your organisation will be able 
to understand all the details regarding transactions including who, when, what and how your 
members paid.  
 
Each transaction will correspond to a Distribution ID which can be cross-referenced with the 
weekly bank deposits that SportsTG complete as funds pass through the online payment 
facility. This ID is essential to reconciling payments.  
 
You will find a screenshot below of the preferred financial report which can be completed 
within SportsTG “Funds Received” Report: 
 



 

 

1.5 User Management 
 
The section of the SportsTG platform where users are able to regulate access for their own 
League or Club is called User Management. It can be found beneath the settings tab and 
permits existing administrators the ability to add other users to access their organisation.  
 
It requires the administrator to create and verify (through an automated email) a SportsTG 
Passport account. The administrator authorising their account only requires their email 
address which can be entered into the box below: 
 

 
 

 

   
 



 

 

2. Competition Management 
Competition management within FootyWeb is as integral to the system and the sport as 
Membership Registrations. The competition management function is already in-built and 
readily available for leagues to use across AFL Europe. 
 
With further demonstration likely required, here is a list of the core functionalities (but not 
all) available within FootyWeb for AFL European Leagues:  
 

● Automated Fixture Generation 
● Competition Formatting 
● Match Results Entry 
● Detailed Match Information Entry 
● Team Selection  
● Team Sheets  

● Statistical Reporting 
● Discipline & Suspension Management 
● Injury Reporting 
● Match Day Reports 
● Venue Allocation 
● Media Reports 

 

Getting Started 
 
Below is a starting point for your organisation which we can help you progress through directly 
with our SportsTG team in Manchester, UK.  
 
In order to set your organisation up for competition creation there are a few key things to do 
first. These include creating your venues which you can locate by hovering over Competitions 
tab from the main menu. This will take you to a page where you will find an “add” icon and follow 
the venue creation process. A screenshot can be found below: 
 

 



 

 

 
The next step would be to create or ensure the correct statistic templates are available. Click on 
the cog wheel in the top right corner of the database and click Settings. You can use the 
following screenshot for direction and our support article here: 
 

 
 
Prior to competition creation, you will need to add your clubs and their teams which you can 
complete by hovering over Clubs and clicking List Clubs. As per the below screenshot you will 
find an Add button top right to create your Clubs and then teams: 
 

 
 
 



 

 

For further assistance for competition setup, we have provided a substantial number of support 
articles which can be found here. We can continue this process with you by simply reaching out 
to our team with the details we have provided in section 4.  
 

2.1 Free Public Websites 
A key feature of using FootyWeb as a League but especially clubs is our free SportsTG 
websites.  
 
Each league and club using FootyWeb has the option to utilise a fully functioning and editable 
website at no cost. All fixtures, match results, statistics and tables are fully integrated and 
surfaced onto the websites by default.  
 
There are customisable widgets which allow for social integration, league table displays, 
galleries, news, and an array of standard features.  
 
Whether Competition Management is handled by the league, or Clubs are responsible for 
inserting their match results and information. As long as week in, week out competitions are 
being updated appropriately every League and Club has all of their competition data 
automatically updated on a public website for them.  
 
 



 

 

 
 

3. SportsTG Customer Support 
 
Based in our Melbourne Head Office SportsTG has a team of customer support staff specifically 
trained on SportsTG systems.  
 
Experience varies across the time with an accumulated period of 7+ years supporting SportsTG 
customers. The team operate on a SalesForce ticketing platform that tracks all customer emails 
with automatic triggers that ensure timely responses. With that said, there will be times that 
queries will require consultation with our development team and can take longer to address.  
 
Additionally, we have a knowledge base on our website that provides training guides on each 
area of the system. Please see below for this information: 



 

 

 
Email: support@sportstg.com 
 
SportsTG Knowledge Base: https://support.sportstg.com/help 
 
 

4. Getting Set Up  
 
If your league would like to get started using Footyweb, the first thing to do is create yourself 
a SportsTG Passport account here - https://passport.sportstg.com 
 
Once completed, email the SportsTG UK/EU team at eu-sport@sportstg.com listing your 
name, email address and which league you will be managing. From here we can help train and 
guide on how to get the most from Footyweb for your league, club and participants involved.  
 
 


